
Dear haul. Your last two lists, notes 
	

2/4/78 
If I repeat myself or seem to be saying other than i have written you before j hope I have your tolerance. I'm into much too much, with immediate time pressures, yet I want to make my files as accessible to responsible people as I can. Alma I laid all else aside then you r undated mailing came this morning, interrupting it only when I could not avoid doing oteerwise. I regerd what you are doing as important and I see possibilities of its use in POIA matters. Also of valev to t one who may use ey retards. I'm not sure how much of what I'd like to no will 40 possible. The accumulation of ,hat I must read and annotate for Jim in POIA matters also is now quite large and it is being added to almost daily. But ideas have been taking form. I'll probably knee a little more before bedtime because I expect two local college freshmen, sisters, to do some work on the files and on refiling what the Nat. Eng. people took out to use. If they work ()key and if I can awing it 	probably be able to get them to take care of the new stuff and g adually file the old stuff that is unfiled and straighten out the overflow files, moved from my office, several file cabinets full of what is of less immediate ssefulness. 
I think 1'11 have to chart files relating to each Section as I have records relating to those Sections. Bore your notes can be of great valve to others even if e never use them. They can also be of value to me. Bu' to do this; I think 	going to have to file a set for each record referred to and mark each copy with that Serial, etc. An alternative is a set of noted for each Section and separate hand notes for each Serial, referring to the paragraeh of your hates. 
If you have any suegestioas or any experiences from which I can benefit let me know. One suggestion I woull make, considering that some of those who will use your notes, mot just here, will be working with actual SeotionL and Serials, would be to include them on the notes proper. It will be relatively little work for you to do this but it remixes cams checking and noting for all others. The ea people can give you the Section Numbers is they have not. I have my second batch in cabinets that include beginning and ending Sections and Se ials on each drawer. As files are used and refiled they will be inserted in file folders. This will tell all users immediately that someobne else has read those pages. tt will also identify the contents of each Section by the Serials included within it. I do not expect to ee able to afford the time and momey of extra handling for making such folders up except as they are used aed my students refile theme 
There ie so euch that takes time in using; these records that scanty As my time is and  limited as my cash resources are I'm undertaking these costs at a ties when I do not expect to be able to begin any thorough examination of all the records for a lone, time. I'm doing it in the expectation that it has important values for the future, and in the present can save the scarce time of any users. 
I will be enclosing a check for 325 as a contribution to the costs you incur. If the eat. Eng. people accept my sugeestion I'll recover from them for the copies to them. Your notes of 2 Jan 78 were in what case today with your list beginning with 065. On p. 1 notes, last graf, you say you are enclosing 101 and 102 from 1976 Arch. releases. Not with this set. I probably have all of those releases but have not been able to do anything with them because I was ill. It is one of the jobs I hope these girls can undertake, eetablishine a file o that release. If you have an inventory of it that would help much. 
I see the name Rosen, no first name or title. I also noted initials used elaewhere. I suggest that making up a list of full names, functions and the various FBI invisions could be helpful to others. To me also because I forget. Al Bowen then was bead of the General Investigative ilvision. Doing this is too much for me. I tried to start it with ding records. but it can have much meaning in the use of your notes and the records. 

may: if I can remember I'm going to uue something like this to indicate subjects and places for duplicate filings. At the top of p. 2 you refer to epi WC staff interview with Frank Ellsworth on hosty. I have some info on him I believe others do not, from those who knew him. I'd like to file this memo with ey other Beaty records, which others can use when they are here and when the eneere are in Wisconsin and you are ie California. (I can't jump up and down to get the past list to annotate the hotel as I read.) 
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